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Abstract
We construct supersymmetric deformations of general, locally supersymmetric,
nonlinear sigma models in three spacetime dimensions, by extending the pure su-
pergravity theory with a Chern-Simons term and gauging a subgroup of the sigma
model isometries, possibly augmented with R-symmetry transformations. This class
of models is shown to include theories with standard Yang-Mills Lagrangians, with
optional moment interactions and topological mass terms. The results constitute a
general classification of three-dimensional gauged supergravities.
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1 Introduction
Supergravity theories with vector gauge fields can usually be deformed by introducing
gauge charges for the various fields. These charges generate a corresponding gauge group.
Supersymmetry then necessitates the presence of additional interactions consisting of
masslike terms and a scalar potential, beyond the standard gauge interactions; the possi-
ble gauge groups are often severely restricted. For theories with a high degree of super-
symmetry, gaugings constitute the only known supersymmetric deformations.
In three spacetime dimensions the situation is special in two respects. First of all,
pure extended supergravity is topological. Non-topological theories are constructed by
coupling supergravity to matter. In three dimensions the obvious matter supermultiplets
are scalar multiplets, so that the resulting Lagrangians take the form of a nonlinear
sigma model coupled to supergravity. These theories have been constructed and classified
in [1]. Supersymmetry leads to stringent conditions on the target space, which can only be
satisfied when the number of supersymmetries is restricted to N ≤ 16, implying that there
are at most 32 supercharges. Beyond N = 4 the target space has to be homogeneous.
There exists no theory with N = 7 supersymmetry and beyond N = 8 there are only four
possible theories. They are N = 9, 10, 12 and 16 supersymmetric, and their target spaces
are unique and equal to the symmetric spaces F4(−20)/SO(9), E6(−14)/(SO(10)× SO(2)),
E7(−5)/(SO(12)× SO(3)) and E8(8)/SO(16), respectively.
Secondly, the gauging of these theories seems impossible at first sight, because of the
lack of vector gauge fields. However, one can introduce a Chern-Simons term in three
dimensions, which is topological just as pure supergravity itself, and the corresponding
gauge fields can be coupled to the nonlinear sigma model by gauging a subgroup of the
target space isometries. Such gaugings have been constructed in [2, 3, 4] for N = 16, 8,
and in [5, 6] for some abelian gauge groups for the case of N = 2. The gauging is defined
by the gauge group embedding in the isometry group, which in this case is defined in
terms of a symmetric embedding tensor. The latter defines the so-called T -tensors. The
viability of the gauging depends in a subtle manner on the properties of these T -tensors
and the gauged supergravity models have an elegant mathematical structure (see [7] for
the corresponding analysis of the maximal supergravities in higher dimensions). In this
paper we exhibit this structure and derive the precise conditions for having a consistent
gauging. For N > 3 these conditions amount to the absence of T -tensor components
transforming in a particular irreducible SO(N) representation.
The gauged supergravities come with a scalar potential that allows for supersymmetric
anti-de Sitter groundstates. Therefore these theories can be connected to two-dimensional
superconformal theories that live on the boundary of the anti-de Sitter space. The three-
3
dimensional setting may offer advantages when studying the adS/CFT correspondence,
because the supergravity theory is more amenable to nonperturbative studies, while at
the same time the large variety of two-dimensional superconformal theories has been
studied extensively in the literature. The theories constructed in this paper include the
effective theories that arise in the compactification of high-dimensional supergravities, as
we will show below. These include the compactifications on spheres [8, 9], compactifica-
tions with nontrivial fluxes [10, 11, 12, 13], as well as the theories whose existence has
been inferred from computing the Kaluza-Klein spectra in the context of the adS-CFT
correspondence [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
The results of this paper constitute a complete classification of gauged supergravities
in three dimensions which can be regarded as an extension of the classification of ungauged
supergravities presented in [1]. In both cases the matter supermultiplets comprise scalar
and spinor fields. Because vector fields can always be converted to scalar fields by a
suitable duality transformation, the restriction to such scalar multiplets does not seem
relevant. However, the presence of gauge charges often poses an obstacle for performing
duality transformations. As it turns out, no such obstacle arises in the three-dimensional
context. Below we will indicate how, by introducing compensating fields, every Yang-Mills
Lagrangian can be converted into a Lagrangian that belongs to the class of Lagrangians
discussed in this paper. Therefore the classification of the gauged supergravities presented
here, is on a par with the classification of the ungauged supergravities given in [1], albeit
that it is not quite possible to present an exhaustive classification of all possible gauge
groups.
We briefly indicate how the conversion of three-dimensional Yang-Mills Lagrangians
can be done. In this conversion every gauge field is replaced by two gauge fields and a new
scalar field, which together describe the same number of dynamic degrees of freedom as
the original gauge field. Our presentation is a further elaboration of the results of [13, 19]
and is completely general. Consider the Lagrangian, in three spacetime dimensions, with
Yang-Mills term quadratic in the field strengths, and moment interactions proportional
to a gauge covariant operator OAµν ,
L = −1
4
√
g
(
FAµν(A)+O
A
µν(A,Φ)
)
MAB(Φ)
(
FBµν(A)+OBµν(A,Φ)
)
+ L′(A,Φ) .(1.1)
Here AAµ and F
A
µν(A) denote the nonabelian gauge fields and corresponding field strengths,
labeled by indices A,B, . . ., and Φ generically denotes possible matter fields transforming
according to certain representations of the gauge group GYM. The structure constants of
this group are denoted by fAB
C , so that the field strengths read,
FAµν(A) = ∂µA
A
ν − ∂νAAµ − fBCAABµACν .
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The symmetric matrix MAB(Φ) may depend on the matter fields and transforms covari-
antly under GYM. The last term, L′(A,Φ), in the Lagrangian is separately gauge invariant
and its dependence on the gauge fields is exclusively contained in covariant derivatives of
the matter fields or in topological mass terms (i.e. Chern-Simons terms). The Bianchi
identities and vector field equations take the form,
DµF˜
Aµ(A) = 0 , D[µ
(
MAB(Φ) (F˜
B
ν] (A) + O˜
B
ν](A,Φ))
)
− JAµν(A,Φ) = 0 , (1.2)
where we use the definitions
F˜Aµ (A) =
1
2
i
√
g εµνρ F
Aνρ(A) , JAµν(A,Φ) =
1
2
i
√
g εµνρ
∂L′(A,Φ)
∂AAρ
,
O˜Aµ (A,Φ) =
1
2
i
√
g εµνρO
Aνρ(A,Φ) .
Usually the duality is effected by regarding the field strength as an independent field on
which the Bianchi identity is imposed by means of a Lagrange multiplier. Because the
Lagrangian (1.1) depends explicitly on both the field strengths and on the gauge fields, we
proceed differently and write the field strength in terms of new vector fields BAµ and the
derivative of compensating scalar fields φA, all transforming in the adjoint representation
of the gauge group. The explicit expression,
F˜Aµ (A) + O˜
A
µ (A) = M
AB(BB µ −DµφB) , (1.3)
where MAC M
CB = δBA , should be regarded as a field equation that follows from the new
Lagrangian that we are about to present. The structure of (1.3) implies that we are
dealing with additional gauge transformations as its right-hand side is invariant under
the combined transformations,
δBAµ = DµΛA , δφA = ΛA , (1.4)
under which all other fields remain invariant. The corresponding abelian gauge group, T ,
has nilpotent generators transforming in the adjoint representation of GYM. Obviously,
the φA act as compensating fields with respect to T . The combined gauge group is now a
semidirect product of GYM and T and its dimension is twice the dimension of the original
gauge group GYM. The covariant field strengths belonging to the new gauge group are
FAµν(A) and FAµν(B,A) = 2D[µBAν], and transform under T according to δFAµν = 0 and
δFAµν = −ΛC fABC FBµν . The fully gauge covariant derivative of φA equals
DˆµφA ≡ DµφA − BAµ = ∂µφA − fABC ABµ φC − BAµ , (1.5)
5
and is invariant under T transformations.
The field equations corresponding to the new Lagrangian,
L = −1
2
√
g DˆµφAM
AB(Φ)DˆµφB +
1
2
iεµνρ (FAµνBAρ − OAµν DˆρφA) + L′(A,Φ) ,(1.6)
lead to (1.3) and (1.2), as well as to the same field equations as before for the matter
fields Φ. Observe that the Lagrangian is fully gauge invariant up to a total derivative.
Hence, the Yang-Mills Lagrangian has now been converted to a Chern-Simons Lagrangian,
with a different gauge group and a different scalar field content. To obtain the original
Lagrangian (1.1), one simply imposes the gauge φA = 0 and integrates out the fields BAµ.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly summarize the results
of [1] for the ungauged theories. Subsequently we analyze the possible invariances of the
Lagrangian possibly related to target space isometries. Then, in section 3, we discuss
the gauging of possible subgroups of the isometry group. We determine the potential
and the masslike terms in the general case and derive the extra conditions that must be
satisfied in order to preserve supersymmetry. This is the central result of this paper. In
section 4 we analyze these restrictions in detail for N ≤ 4. For N > 4 the target spaces are
homogeneous, and their consistent gaugings are discussed in section 5. We present some
concluding remarks in section 6. Some technical details are relegated to two appendices.
2 Nonlinear sigma models coupled to supergravity
In this section we summarize and elaborate on the construction of three-dimensional
nonlinear sigma models coupled to supergravity. For the derivation and conventions
we refer to [1]. The fields of the nonlinear sigma model are scalar fields φi and spinor
fields χi, with i = 1, . . . , d; the supergravity fields are the dreibein eµ
a, the spin-connection
field ωabµ and N gravitini fields ψ
I
µ with I = 1, . . . , N . The gravitini transform under the
R-symmetry group SO(N), which is not necessarily a symmetry group of the Lagrangian.
The scalar fields parametrize a target space endowed with a Riemannian metric gij(φ).
2.1 Target-space geometry
Pure supergravity is topological in three dimensions and exists for an arbitrary number
N of supercharges and corresponding gravitini [20]. Its coupling to a nonlinear sigma
model requires the existence of N − 1 almost complex structures fPij(φ), labeled by
6
P = 2, . . . , N , which are hermitean,
gij f
Pj
k + gkj f
Pj
i = 0 , (2.1)
and generate a Clifford algebra,
fPik f
Qk
j + f
Qi
k f
Pk
j = −2 δPQ δij . (2.2)
From the fP one constructs 1
2
N(N −1) tensors f IJij = −fJIij = −f IJji that can act as
generators for the group SO(N),
fPQ = f [P fQ] , f 1P = −fP1 = fP , (2.3)
where, here and henceforth, I, J = 1, . . . , N . The tensors f IJ satisfy (in obvious matrix
notation),
f IJ fKL = f [IJ fKL] − 4 δ[I[K fL]J ] − 2 δI[K δL]J 1 ,
f IJ ij fKLij = 2d δ
I[K δL]J − δN,4 εIJKLTr(J) . (2.4)
Only for N = 4, the tensor J ij is relevant; it is defined by J =
1
6
εPQR f
P fQ fR, so that
fP fQ = −δPQ 1− εPQR J fR . (2.5)
Furthermore, J satisfies,
J fP = fP J , J2 = 1 , Jij = Jji , J =
1
24
εIJKLf IJfKL , (2.6)
and has eigenvalues equal to ±1. It turns out that J is also covariantly constant, which
implies that the target space is locally the product of two separate Riemannian spaces
of dimension d±, where d+ + d− = d and d± are both multiples of 4. These two spaces
correspond to inequivalent N = 4 supermultiplets. Hence the case N = 4 is rather special,
and the last identity (2.4) can be written as
f IJ ij fKLij = 4
(
d+ P
IJ,KL
+ + d− P
IJ,KL
−
)
, (2.7)
with projectors,
P
IJ,KL
± =
1
2
δI[K δL]J ∓ 1
4
εIJKL . (2.8)
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For rigidly supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models, the number of supersymmetries
is equal to N = 1, 2 or 4, and the Lagrangians are manifestly invariant under SO(N) R-
symmetry transformations acting exclusively on the fermion fields through multiplication
with the complex structures. The case N = 3 is not distinct from N = 4, because the
existence of two complex structures necessarily implies the existence of a third one. In
case of N = 4, the Lagrangian is a sum of two separate Lagrangians corresponding to the
d±-dimensional target spaces. For N = 3, 4 the target spaces are hyperka¨hler.
When coupling to supergravity the Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations
depend on SO(N) target-space connections denoted by QIJi (φ). These connections are
nontrivial in view of
RIJij (Q) ≡ ∂iQIJj − ∂jQIJi + 2QK[Ii QJ ]Kj = 12f IJij . (2.9)
For local supersymmetry N can take the values N = 1, . . . , 6 and 8, 9, 10, 12 or 16. The
situation regarding SO(N) symmetry is more subtle in this case, as we shall discuss in
due course. The N = 3 theory is no longer equivalent to an N = 4 theory, as it has
only three gravitini. In view of the three almost complex structures, the target space is a
quaternionic space. For N = 4 the target space decomposes locally into a product of two
quaternionic spaces of dimension d±. The f
IJ are covariantly constant, both with respect
to the Christoffel and the SO(N) connections, Γij
k and QIJi , respectively,
Di (Γ, Q) f
IJ
jk ≡ ∂if IJjk − 2 Γi[kl f IJj]l + 2QK[Ii fJ ]Kjk = 0 . (2.10)
For N > 2 we are thus dealing with almost complex, rather than with complex, structures.
This implies an integrability condition for the target-space Riemann tensor Rijkl,
Rijmk f
IJ m
l − Rijml f IJ mk = −fK[Iij fJ ]Kkl , (2.11)
where we made use of (2.9). Contracting (2.11) with fMNkl gives, for general N > 2,
Rijkl f
IJ kl = 1
4
d f IJij , (2.12)
so that the target space has nontrivial SO(N) holonomy, while contracting (2.11) with gjl,
using the cyclicity of the Riemann tensor and the above result, yields (for N > 2)
Rij ≡ Rikjl gkl = c gij , (2.13)
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with c = N − 2 + 1
8
d > 0. Hence the target space must be an Einstein space.1
Following [1] we introduce a complete set of linearly independent, antisymmetric,
tensors hαij, labeled by indices α, that commute with the complex structures, i.e.,
hαik f
IJ k
j − hαik f IJ kj = 0 . (2.14)
For N = 2, there is only one tensor f IJ which commutes with itself, so that this decom-
position is not meaningful. For N > 2 we must have hαij f
IJ ij = 0. The tensors hαij
generate a subgroup H′ ⊂ SO(d) that commutes with the group SO(N) generated by
the tensors f IJ . They can be normalized according to hαijh
β ij ∝ δαβ and are covariantly
constant with respect to the Christoffel connection and a new connection Ωαβi ,
Di(Γ)h
α
jk − Ωαi β hβjk = 0 . (2.15)
The Riemann tensor can be written as (N > 2)
Rijkl =
1
8
(
f IJij f
IJ
kl + Cαβ h
α
ij h
β
kl
)
, (2.16)
where Cαβ(φ) is a symmetric tensor. This result implies that the holonomy group is
contained in SO(N) × H′ ⊂ SO(d) which must act irreducibly on the target space. For
N = 4 this result is modified because of the product structure. Observe that the Bianchi
identities on the curvature tensor are not manifest for the expression on the right-hand side
of (2.16), something that plays an important role in the analysis of [1].The H′ curvatures
can now be shown to take the form,
2(∂[iΩj]
α
β − Ω[iαγ Ωj]γβ) = 18fαγβ Cγδ hδij , (2.17)
where we have made use of the structure constants of the group H′ defined by,
hα hβ − hβ hα = fαβγ hγ . (2.18)
The above result shows that the connections Ωi
αβ can be restricted to the form Ωi
αβ ∝
fαβγ Qi
γ.
1For N = 3 this is in accord with the fact that quaternionic spaces of d > 4 are always Einstein [21].
In the case at hand, the result also holds true for a d = 4 target space. For N = 4 the equations (2.12)
and (2.13) read
Rijkl f
IJ kl = 1
2
(
d+ P+
IJ,KL + d− P−
IJ,KL
)
fKLij ,
Rij = (2 +
1
8
d) gij +
1
8
(d+ − d−)Jij ,
and we have a product space of two quaternionic manifolds, which are both Einstein. For N = 2 the
target space is Ka¨hler and f IJ is a complex structure. The SO(2) holonomy is undetermined.
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2.2 Lagrangian and invariances
Let us now turn to the Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations. In the following
it is convenient to adopt an SO(N) covariant notation which allows to select the N−1
almost complex structures from the f IJ tensors by specifying some arbitrary unit N -
vector αI and identifying the complex structures with αJf
JI . By extending the fermion
fields χi to an overcomplete set χiI , defined by
χiI =
(
χi, fPij χ
j
)
, (2.19)
we can write the Lagrangian and transformation rules in a way that does no longer depend
explicitly on the almost-complex structures. The fact that we have only d fermion fields,
rather than dN , can be expressed by the SO(N) covariant constraint,
χiI = PIJ
i
j χ
jJ ≡ 1
N
(
δIJδij − f IJ ij
)
χjJ . (2.20)
The trace of this projector equals PII
i
i = d, which confirms that the total number of
fermion fields is not altered. We should stress here, that the introduction of χiI is a
purely notational exercise and we do not aim at implementing the constraint (2.20) at the
Lagrangian level. At every step in the computation one may change back to the original
notation by choosing χi = αIχ
iI . The covariant notation does not imply that the theory
is SO(N) invariant, but the covariant setting allows us to treat the N supersymmetries
and the corresponding gravitini on equal footing and it facilitates the various derivations
in later sections.
The supersymmetry transformations read
δeµ
a = 1
2
ǫ¯Iγa ψIµ ,
δψIµ = Dµǫ
I − 1
8
gij χ¯
iIγνχjJ γµν ǫ
J − δφiQIJi ψJµ ,
δφi = 1
2
ǫ¯I χiI ,
δχiI = 1
2
(
δIJ1−f IJ)i j /̂∂φj ǫJ − δφj (Γijk χkI +QIJj χiJ) , (2.21)
where the supercovariant derivative ∂̂µφ
i and the covariant derivative Dµ(ω,Q) ǫ
I are
defined by
∂̂µφ
i = ∂µφ
i − 1
2
ψ¯Iµχ
iI ,
Dµǫ
I =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωaµ γa
)
ǫI + ∂µφ
iQIJi ǫ
J . (2.22)
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Observe that the terms proportional to δφ in δχiI do not satisfy the same constraint (2.20)
as χiI itself, because the projection operator PIJ
i
j itself transforms under supersymmetry.
As in [1], we use the Pauli-Ka¨lle´n metric with hermitean gamma matrices γa, satisfying
γaγb = δab + iεabcγ
c.
Let us now turn to the Lagrangian, which reads
L0 = −12 i εµνρ
(
eµ
aRνρa + ψ¯
I
µDνψ
I
ρ
)− 1
2
e gij
(
gµν ∂µφ
i ∂νφ
j +N−1χ¯iI/DχjI
)
+ 1
4
e gij χ¯
iIγµγνψIµ (∂νφ
j + ∂̂νφ
j)− 1
24
eN−2Rijkl χ¯
iIγaχ
jI χ¯kJγaχlJ
+ 1
48
eN−2
(
3 (gij χ¯
iIχjI)2 − 2(N − 2) (gij χ¯iIγaχjJ)2
)
, (2.23)
Here we used the covariant derivatives
Dµψ
I
ν =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωaµ γa
)
ψIν + ∂µφ
iQIJi ψ
J
ν ,
Dµχ
iI =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωaµ γa
)
χiI + ∂µφ
j
(
Γijk χ
kI +QIJj χ
iJ
)
. (2.24)
We emphasize that the above results coincide with the results of [1], written in a different
form. The conversion makes use of (2.11). The Lagrangian and transformation rules are
consistent with target-space diffeomorphisms and field-dependent SO(N) R-symmetry
rotations, acting on ψIµ, χ
iI and QIJi according to
δψIµ = Λ
IJ(φ)ψJµ , δχ
iI = ΛIJ(φ)χiJ , δQIJi = −DiΛIJ(φ) . (2.25)
Combining the last result with (2.9), one concludes that the f IJ should also be rotated,
δf IJ = 2ΛK[I(φ) fJ ]K . (2.26)
The target-space diffeomorphisms and field-dependent SO(N) R-symmetry rotations cor-
respond to reparametrizations within certain equivalence classes, but do not, in general,
constitute an invariance.
In the remainder of this section we discuss the invariances of these models, other
than supersymmetry, spacetime diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations. The
target space may have isometries, generated by Killing vector fields X i(φ). Some of them
can be extended to invariances of the full Lagrangian, possibly after including a field-
dependent SO(N) transformation according to (2.25) and (2.26). Hence, we combine an
isometry characterized by a Killing vector field X i with a special SO(N) transformation
whose parameters depend on X i(φ) and on the scalar fields. Denoting the infinitesimal
SO(N) transformations by SIJ(X, φ), we require invariance of the target-space metric, the
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SO(N) connections and the almost complex structures, up to a uniform SO(N) rotation,
i.e.,
LX gij = 0 ,
LXQIJi +DiSIJ(φ,X) = 0 ,
LXf IJij − 2SK[I(φ,X) fJ ]Kij = 0 . (2.27)
The Lagrangian (2.23) is then invariant under the combined transformations,
δφi = X i(φ) , δψIµ = SIJ(φ,X)ψJµ , δχiI = χjI∂jX i + SIJ (φ,X)χiJ . (2.28)
The fermion transformations can be rewritten covariantly,
δψIµ = VIJ(φ,X)ψJµ − δφiQIJi ψJµ ,
δχiI = DjX
i χjI + VIJ(φ,X)χiJ − δφj (Γijk χkI +QIJj χiJ) , (2.29)
where VIJ(φ,X) ≡ XjQIJj (φ) + SIJ (φ,X). The significance of this result will become
apparent in a sequel. Using (2.9) and (2.10), one verifies that the second and third
equation of (2.27) can be written as,
DiVIJ(φ,X) = 12f IJij (φ)Xj(φ) ,
f IJk[i(φ) Dj]Xk(φ) = f
K[I
ij (φ) VJ ]K(φ,X) . (2.30)
The first equation in (2.30) shows that VIJ(φ,X) can be regarded as as the moment map
associated with the isometry X i. The second equation is just the integrability condition
of the first equation, so it is not independent. After contraction with fMN ij, it leads to
f IJ ij DiXj =
{
1
2
dVIJ , for N 6= 2, 4
(d+ P
IJ,KL
+ + d− P
IJ,KL
− )VKL , for N = 4
(2.31)
From combining the above equations it follows that ∆VIJ = 1
4
dVIJ , where ∆ denotes the
SO(N) covariant Laplacian. This result applies to N > 2, with obvious modifications for
N = 4. The above analysis shows that there are no restrictions for N > 2 to extend an
isometry to a symmetry of the Lagrangian. For N = 2 this is different, as the isometry
should be holomorphic, i.e., it should leave the complex structure invariant. In this case
VIJ is determined by (2.30) up to an integration constant. This constant is related to an
invariance under constant SO(2) transformations of the fermions.
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For N = 4 we note that the complex structures PIJ,KL± f
KL live in the two separate
quaternionic subspaces. The same is true for PIJ,KL± VKL, which according to (2.30) de-
pends only on the corresponding subspace coordinates. Note, however, that when one of
the subspaces is trivial, say when d− = 0, then P
IJ,KL
− VKL corresponds to a triplet of
arbitrary constants. This is a consequence of the fact that the model in this case has a
rigid SO(3) invariance which acts exclusively on the fermions.
The supersymmetry transformations do not commute with the isometries, as one can
verify most easily on the fields φi, where one derives
[δQ(ǫ), δG(X)] = δQ(ǫ
′) , with (ǫI)′ = SIJ (φ,X) ǫJ . (2.32)
The isometries that can be extended to an invariance of the Lagrangian, generate an
algebra g. Denoting {XM} as a basis of generators, we have
XMi ∂iX
N −XNi ∂iXM = fMNKXK , (2.33)
with structure constants fMNK. Closure of the algebra implies that the corresponding
induced SO(N) rotations, SM IJ ≡ SIJ(φ,XM), satisfy,
[SM,SN ]IJ = −fMNK SK IJ +
(
XMi ∂iSN IJ −XNi ∂iSM IJ
)
. (2.34)
Using (2.33) and the second equation (2.27), this can be rewritten as
[VM, VN ]IJ = −fMNK VK IJ + 12 f IJij XMiXNj , (2.35)
with VMIJ ≡ VIJ(φ,XM). In the case of N = 2 and of N = 4 with d+d− = 0, the R-
symmetry, which acts only on the fermions, is realized as a separate invariance. Obviously,
R-symmetry commutes with the isometry group; for N = 2 the R-symmetry may define
a central extension of the isometry group, while for N = 4 with d+d− = 0, the invariance
group takes the form of a direct product of the isometry group with an SO(3) factor of the
R-symmetry group. This implies that there are generators for which the Killing vector
XM i vanishes and SMIJ is constant. We return to this in our discussion of the specific
cases in section 4.
We now note that the second equation of (2.30) implies that DiXj − 14 fMNij VMN
commutes with the almost complex structures, so that it can be decomposed in terms of
the antisymmetric tensors hαij that were introduced in (2.14),
DiX
M
j − 14f IJij VM IJ ≡ hαij VMα . (2.36)
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This result and the results given in the remainder of this section apply only to N > 2.
Using the general result for Killing vectors, DiDjXk = RjkilX
l, we can evaluate the
derivative of VMα. Introducing furthermore the notation VM i ≡ XM i, we establish the
following system of linear differential equations,
DiVM IJ = 12 f IJij VM j ,
DiVMj = 14 f IJij VM IJ + hαij VMα ,
DiVMα = 18 Cαβ hβij VM j , (2.37)
where the covariant derivative contains the Christoffel connection as well as the SO(N)×H′
connections. One can prove that Cαβ is covariant under the isometry, i.e., VM iDiCαβ =
2VMγ f δγ (αCβ)γ . Other than that the integrability of the above equations is guaranteed
by previous results. Furthermore, by substituting the second identity of (2.37) into (2.33),
and by taking the derivative of (2.33) and exploiting previous identities, we derive the
following two equations,
fMNK VKi = 14f IJij (VM IJ VN j − VN IJ VM j) + hαij(VMα VN j − VNα VM j) ,
fMNK VKα = fβγα VMβ VN γ + 18Cαβ hβij VM i VN j . (2.38)
The quantities VM IJ , VM i and VMα transform according to the adjoint representation
of the invariance group, up to field-dependent SO(N) × H′ transformations, as is shown
by (note that for VM i this already follows from (2.33)),
VN iDi VM IJ = −fMNK VK IJ + [VN ,VM]IJ
VN iDi VMα = −fMNK VKα + fβγα VN γ VMβ . (2.39)
We close this section with a few observations regarding the structure of the last equa-
tions (2.38) and (2.39). Let us first note that the following operators
DM = δij VM kDk + 14f IJ ijVM IJ + hα ij VMα , (2.40)
acting in the space of target-space tensors, provide a realization of the Lie algebra g
associated with the invariance group, according to
[DM,DN ] = fMNK DK . (2.41)
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The equations (2.38) can also be encoded in the following algebraic structure. Define
the algebra a ≡ {tA} ≡ {tIJ , tα, ti}, as an extension of so(N) ⊕ h′ with commutation
relations,[
tIJ , tKL
]
= −4 δ I[K tL]J , [tα, tβ] = fαβγ tγ , [tIJ , ti] = 12 f IJji tj ,[
tα, ti
]
= hαj
i tj ,
[
ti, tj
]
= 1
4
f ijIJ t
IJ + 1
8
Cαβh
β ij tα . (2.42)
Unless Cαβ is an H
′-invariant tensor, this algebra will be nonassociative (or may alterna-
tively be realized as a soft associative algebra upon imposing [tα, Cβγ] = −2fαδ(β Cγ)δ).
Equations (2.35) and (2.38) then imply that the map,
V : g → a , V(XM) := VMA tA = 12VMIJ tIJ + VMα tα + VMi ti , (2.43)
defines a Lie algebra homomorphism, i.e. V([XM, XN ]) = [V(XM),V(XN)]. In particular,
the image of g under V is an associative subalgebra of a. Furthermore, (2.37) takes the
simple form,
DiV(XM) =
[
gij t
j ,V(XM)] . (2.44)
When the inverse Cαβ exists, one can prove that
1
2
VM IJ VN IJ + VMi VN i − 8CαβVMα VMβ , (2.45)
equals a constant.
3 Gauged isometries
In this section we elevate a subgroup of the isometries to a local symmetry by making the
parameters spacetime dependent. With increasing N , supersymmetry then poses severe
constraints on the possible choices of gauge groups.
3.1 Gauge group and embedding tensor
A subgroup of isometries (possibly extended with R-symmetry transformations for N =
2, 4) can be encoded in an embedding tensor ΘMN which defines the Killing vectors that
generate the gauge group by
X i = gΘMN Λ
M(x)XN i , (3.1)
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with spacetime dependent parameters ΛN(x) and a gauge coupling constant g. Unless the
gauge group coincides with the full group of isometries, the embedding tensor acts as a
projector which reduces the number of independent parameters. In order that this subset
of Killing vectors generates a group, ΘMN must satisfy the following condition,
ΘMP ΘNQ f
PQ
R = fˆMN
P ΘPR , (3.2)
for certain constants fˆMN
P , which are subsequently identified as the structure constants
of the gauge group. One can verify that the validity of the Jacobi identity for the gauge
group structure constants follows directly from the Jacobi identity associated with the full
group of isometries. For a semi-simple gauge group the embedding tensor is simply the
sum of the Cartan-Killing forms of the different group factors with different and a priori
unrelated coupling constants. The embedding tensors of non-semisimple gauge groups
may take more complicated forms [22].
The next step is to introduce gauge fields AMµ corresponding to the gauge group pa-
rameters ΛM(x) and include them into the definition of the covariant derivatives. For
example, we have
Dµφi = ∂µφi + gΘMN AMµ XN i , (3.3)
which transforms under local isometries according to
Dµφi → Dµφi + gΘMN ΛM ∂jXN i Dµφj , (3.4)
provided we assume the gauge fields transformations,
ΘMN δA
M
µ = ΘMN
(
−∂µΛM + g fˆPQMAPµ ΛQ
)
. (3.5)
The covariant field strengths follow from the commutator of two covariant derivatives,
e.g.,
[Dµ,Dν ]φi = gΘMN FMµν XNi , (3.6)
and take the form
ΘMN F
M
µν = ΘMN
(
∂µA
M
ν − ∂νAMµ − g fˆPQMAPµAQν
)
. (3.7)
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The gauge transformations on the fermion fields follow from (2.29) upon substitution
of (3.1). From this we derive the covariant derivatives for the spinor fields,
DµψIν =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωaµγa
)
ψIν + ∂µφ
iQIJi ψ
J
ν + gΘMNA
M
µ VN IJ ψJν ,
DµχiI =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωaµγa
)
χiI + ∂µφ
j
(
Γijk χ
kI +QIJj χ
iJ
)
+ gΘMNA
M
µ
(
δij VN IJ − δIJgikDkVN j
)
χjJ . (3.8)
In view of the commutator (2.32), the covariant derivative on the supersymmetry param-
eter acquires also an additional covariantization,
DµǫI =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωaµ γa
)
ǫI + ∂µφ
iQIJi ǫ
J + gΘMN A
M
µ VN IJ ǫJ . (3.9)
In this section we only make use of the previous results (2.30) that apply to arbitrary
N > 0.
The extra minimal couplings (3.3) induce modifications of the supersymmetry vari-
ations and of the Lagrangian. As long as we are dealing with first derivatives, these
new couplings do not lead to complications as they are controlled by gauge covariance.
However, commutators of the new covariant derivatives lead to new (covariant) terms
proportional to the field strength (3.7). These terms, which cause a violation of super-
symmetry, take the form,
δL = −1
2
i gΘMNF
N
νρ ǫ
µνρ
(VN IJ ψ¯IµǫJ + 12 VN i χ¯iIγµǫI) .
They are cancelled by introducing a Chern-Simons term for the vector fields,
LCS = 14 ig εµνρAMµ ΘMN
(
∂νA
N
ρ − 13g fˆPQN APνAQρ
)
, (3.10)
provided the embedding tensor ΘMN is symmetric and provided we assume the following
supersymmetry transformations,
ΘMN δA
M
µ = ΘMN
[
2VM IJ ψ¯IµǫJ + VMi χ¯iIγµǫI
]
. (3.11)
At this point one can also derive the field equation for the vector fields, which reads,
ΘMN
[
FˆMµν + 2 ieεµνρ Dˆ
ρφi VMi + 112 χ¯iIγµνχjJ (gij VMIJ − δIJ DiVMj)
]
= 0 , (3.12)
where FˆMµν denotes the supercovariant curvature.
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The embedding tensor is a gauge group invariant element of Sym(g⊗ g) and therefore
satisfies fˆMN
QΘQP + fˆMP
QΘQN = 0, which implies
ΘPL (f
KL
MΘNK + f
KL
NΘMK) = 0 . (3.13)
Consequently, the structure constants of the gauge group can be expressed as fˆMN
P =
ΘMQ f
PQ
N , as they satisfy (3.2) by virtue of (3.13).
We define the so-called T -tensor (originally introduced in higher-dimensional super-
gravity [23]) as the image of Θ under the map V from (2.43), i.e.
T IJ,KL ≡ VM IJΘMNVN KL , T IJi ≡ VM IJΘMNVN i ,
T ij ≡ VM iΘMNVN j , Tαi ≡ VMαΘMNVN i ,
Tαβ ≡ VMαΘMNVN β , T IJα ≡ VM IJΘMNVNα .
(3.14)
The T -tensor components that carry indices α, β do not play an important role, as they
do not appear directly in the Lagrangian and transformation rules. For the case of N = 2
these components are not defined. From (3.13), (2.39) and (2.33), it readily follows that
the T -tensor transforms covariantly under the gauged isometries. Furthermore, we note
the following identities,
D(iTjk) = 0 ,
D(iT
IJ
j) =
1
2
Tk(i f
IJk
j) ,
DiT
IJ,KL = 1
2
f IJij T
KLj + 1
2
fKLij T
IJj . (3.15)
The covariance under the gauged isometries also allows the derivation of identities quadratic
in the T -tensors. Two examples of such identities are,
TMN i TKLj f IJij + T
MN i T IJ j fKLij = 4 T
MN,P [I T J ]P,KL + 4 TMN,P [K TL]P,IJ ,
T ki TKLj f IJij + T
ki T IJ j fKLij = 4 T
P [I k T J ]P,KL + 4 T P [K k TL]P,IJ . (3.16)
3.2 Constraints from supersymmetry
The supersymmetry variations of the vector fields in (3.3), (3.8) cause additional super-
symmetry variations of order g. The variations linear in the spinor fields are
δL = −egΘMN
(
2VM IJ ψ¯IµǫJ + VMi χ¯iIγµǫI
)VN j Dµφj . (3.17)
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They should be cancelled by introducing mass-like terms,
Lg = eg
{
1
2
AIJ1 ψ¯
I
µ γ
µν ψJν + A
IJ
2 j ψ¯
I
µ γ
µχjJ + 1
2
A3
IJ
ij χ¯
iIχjJ
}
, (3.18)
accompanied by additional modifications of the supersymmetry transformation rules
δgψ
I
µ = g A
IJ
1 γµ ǫ
J , δgχ
iI = −gN AJiI2 ǫJ . (3.19)
Obviously the tensors A1 and A3 are symmetric, A
IJ
1 = A
JI
1 , A3
IJ
ij = A3
JI
ji . Furthermore,
in view of (2.20), A2 and A3 are subject to the constraints,
P
J
I
j
i A
K J
2 j = A
KI
2 i , P
J
I
j
i A3
JK
jk = A3
IK
ik . (3.20)
The variations of (3.18) and the additional variations (3.19) of the original Lagrangian
together cancel the terms (3.17), provided that AI J2 i and A3
IJ
ij take the following form,
AI J2 i =
1
N
{
DiA
IJ
1 + 2 T
IJ
i
}
,
A3
IJ
ij =
1
N2
{
− 2D(iDj)AIJ1 + gij AIJ1 + AK[I1 fJ ]Kij
+2 Tij δ
IJ − 4D[iT IJ j] − 2 Tk[i f IJkj]
}
. (3.21)
Here A3 has the required symmetry structure. For the convenience of the reader we also
give the (dependent) result,
DiA
I J
2j =
1
2
gikA
IK
1 P
K
J
k
j − 12N A3 IJij + Tik PIJkj . (3.22)
In addition, we need to ensure that both A2 and A3 as defined in (3.21) satisfy the
projection constraints (3.20). In view of (3.22), it is sufficient to impose this constraint
on A2, which implies the following two equations,
fK(I jiDjA
J)K
1 + (N − 1)DiAIJ1 + 2DiT IK,JK = 0 ,
fK[I j i (DjA
J ]K
1 + 2 T
J ]K
j)− 2(N − 1) T IJ i = 0 . (3.23)
These have several consequences. By iterating the first equation (i.e. by resubstituting
the result for DiA1), we derive
fKI jiDj(4 T
JL,KL + (N − 2)AJK1 )
−Di(4 T IL,JL + (N − 2)AIJ1 ) = f IJ j iDjAKK1 + δIJ DiAKK1 . (3.24)
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This result can be combined with the second equation (3.23) to eliminate AIJ1 and to find
a linear constraint for the components T IJ i of the T -tensor
(N − 4) T IJ i + 2 fK[Iij T J ]K j −
1
N − 1 (f
IJ fKL)ij T
KLj = 0 . (3.25)
Applying this constraint to the combination f IJ TKL + fKL T IJ , the resulting equation
may be integrated to
(N − 2) (T IJ,KL − T [IJ,KL])− 4 δ I[K TL]M,JM+ 2
N−1 δ
I[KδL]J TMN,MN = 0 . (3.26)
A priori, this equation holds up to a covariantly constant term. Because of (2.9), covari-
antly constant terms cannot exist, unless they are SO(N) invariant and therefore constant.
However, the above equation does not contain a singlet contribution so that it is in fact
exact for any N .
Vice versa, one can show that the covariant derivative of (3.26) implies (3.25), such
that these two equations are in fact equivalent. It is not straightforward to disentangle
various independent equations, due to the nontrivial properties of the 1
2
N(N−1) almost-
complex structures f IJ . For example, the following equation is not independent,
(N−8)DiT [IJ,KL] − 1
N−1(f
[IJfKL])ij D
jTMN,MN + 5(fM [IfJK)ijT
L]Mj = 0 . (3.27)
One can systematize this analysis by employing a set of SO(N) projection operators, as
we briefly sketch in appendix A.
Now we use (3.25) to rewrite the fKI DT JL,KL term in (3.24). Combining the result
with (3.23) to remove the fKI DAJK1 terms, we may integrate the resulting equation to
obtain
4 T IL,JL + (N − 2)AIJ1 −
2
N−1 T
MN,MN δIJ = µ (N − 2) δIJ , (3.28)
with an as yet undetermined constant µ. Putting things together, we have shown that
supersymmetry at linear order in g determines the tensors A1, A2, A3 according to (3.21),
(3.28) in terms of the T -tensor (3.14) while the latter satisfies the (equivalent) constraints
(3.25), (3.26).
Before proceeding to the remaining terms in the action and transformation rules, we
take a brief look at the supersymmetry algebra. The supersymmetry commutator leads
to a covariantized translation, and a supersymmetry and Lorentz transformation with
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parameters proportional to χ2. When switching on the gauge coupling, there is an extra
Lorentz transformation, but more importantly, also a local isometry with parameter given
by
[δ(ǫ1), δ(ǫ2)] = δG(2VM IJ ǫ¯I2ǫJ1 ) + · · · . (3.29)
The supersymmetry established so far guarantees the closure of the algebra to that order,
except for the gauge fields which appear multiplied by a coupling constant. Their closure
(up to the field equations (3.12)) implies another constraint, namely,
ΘMN (2VN K(I AJ)K1 + VN iDiAIJ1 ) = 0 . (3.30)
It implies that the function A1 is gauge covariant; in particular, its trace is invariant, i.e.
ΘMNVMiDiAII = 0. This is in agreement with equation (3.28) since we have already
proven that the T -tensors are gauge covariant. Moreover, equations (3.21) show that the
tensors A2 and A3 are covariant as well, because they depend on the T -tensors and A1
and covariant derivatives thereof. Again we can derive certain identities from (3.30) that
involve some of the T -tensors and A1, such as
T IJ iDiA
KL
1 + 2 T
IJ,M(K
A
L)M
1 = 0 ,
T ij DjA
KL
1 + 2 T
M(K i
A
L)M
1 = 0 . (3.31)
In order to preserve supersymmetry to order g2 one determines the corresponding
variations linear in ψIµ and χ
iI . They reveal the need for a (gauge invariant) scalar
potential in the Lagrangian,
Lg2 = − eV ≡ 4 eg
2
N
(
AIJ1 A
IJ
1 − 12N gij AI J2i AI J2j
)
=
4 eg2
N2
(
N AIJ1 A
IJ
1 − 12gijDiAIJ1 DjAIJ1 − 2 gij T IJi T IJj
)
. (3.32)
We note that the variation of the scalar potential is given by
∂iLg2 = e g2
(
3AIJ1 A
I J
2i +N A3
IJ
ij A
IjJ
2
)
, (3.33)
by virtue of (3.21), (3.22) and (3.30). In order that all supersymmetry variations of the
potential cancel, the following two quadratic equations must be satisfied,
2AIK1 A
KJ
1 −N AIiK2 AJ K2i =
1
N
δIJ
(
2AKL1 A
KL
1 −N AKiL2 AKL2i
)
,
3AIK1 A
K J
2j +N g
klAIK2k A3
KJ
lj = P
I
J
i
j
(
3AKL1 A
KL
2i +N g
klALK2k A3
KL
li
)
. (3.34)
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It can be shown after some computation that these relations are a direct consequence of
(3.31) upon using (3.21) and (3.28) and require the integration constant µ in the latter
equation to vanish.
What remains is to analyze the supersymmetry variations cubic in the fermion fields.
Their cancellation depends almost entirely on the results presented so far. E.g. super-
symmetry variations proportional to ψ3 cancel provided that
δ
I[K
A
L]J
1 = −T IJ,KL + T [IJ,KL] , (3.35)
which is in agreement with equation (3.28). The variations that are proportional to χψ2
cancel by virtue of (3.21). We have not verified the cancellation of the supersymmetry
variations proportional to χ2ψ and χ3, but we expect that all these terms vanish by means
of the constraints derived so far. In the case of the maximal N = 16 theory this has been
verified explicitly [3].
The central result of this paper, is that a gauge group G0 with a gauge invariant
embedding tensor ΘMN describing the minimal couplings according to (3.3), is consistent
with supersymmetry if and only if the associated T -tensor (3.14) satisfies the constraint,
T IJ,KL = T [IJ,KL] − 4
N−2 δ
I[K TL]M,MJ − 2 δ
I[KδL]J
(N−1)(N−2) T
MN,MN . (3.36)
From this constraint all further consistency conditions can be derived. The Lagrangian
is modified by a Chern-Simons term (3.10), mass-like fermionic terms (3.18) and a scalar
potential (3.32) and the fermions have additional supersymmetry variations (3.19). Note
that the constraint (3.36) is well-defined even for N = 1 and N = 2, but degenerates into
an identity. The consistency constraint (3.36) has a simple group theoretical meaning in
SO(N): denoting the irreducible parts of T IJ,KL under SO(N) by
×sym = 1 + + + , (3.37)
with each box representing a vector representation of SO(N),2 equation (3.36) expresses
that
P T IJ,KL = 0 . (3.38)
2We use the standard Young tableaux for the orthogonal groups; i.e. the four representations in the
decomposition (3.37) are of dimension 1, 1
2
N(N+1)− 1, 1
12
N(N−3)(N+1)(N+2), and (N
4
)
, respectively.
For N = 8, the last representation is reducible, but this does not affect the argument here.
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4 The theories with N ≤ 4
4.1 N = 1
In this case, the target space is a Riemannian manifold of arbitrary dimension d. The con-
sistency conditions for the gauged theory simplify considerably; in particular the quadratic
constraints (3.34) become identities.
The tensor A1 has just one component, which defines a function F on the target space.
According to (3.30) A1 is gauge invariant, and so is F ,
ΘMNX
Ni∂iF = 0 . (4.1)
Reading off the values for A2 and A3 from (3.21), we obtain
A1 = F , A2 i = ∂iF , A3 ij = gijF − 2Di∂jF + 2 Tij , (4.2)
with Tij = X
M
i ΘMNX
N
j .
As a consequence of (4.1), any subgroup of isometries can be gauged (for example,
by choosing a constant function F ). The gravitino ψµ is never charged under the gauge
group, as can be seen directly from (3.8), and the gauging is restricted to the matter
sector. The scalar potential V (3.32) is given by
V = −g2 (4F 2 − 2 gij ∂iF∂jF ) , (4.3)
i.e. the function F serves as the real superpotential. Supersymmetry (in a maximally
symmetric spacetime) requires the vanishing of A2 (c.f. (6.5) below), so that the stationary
points of F define (anti-de Sitter) supersymmetric ground states.
There exist deformations of the original theory that are not induced by gaugings. They
correspond to ΘMN = 0 and F 6= 0 and are described by the Lagrangian (2.23), together
with the mass-like terms (3.18), subject to (4.2), and with the scalar potential (4.3).
4.2 N = 2
The target space is now a Ka¨hler manifold. Some (partial) results for abelian gaugings
have already been obtained in [5, 6]. As it turns out, any subgroup of the invariance
group can be gauged. These gaugings share some features with the N = 1 gaugings of
four-dimensional supergravity [24, 25, 26].
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Many of the quantities introduced above simplify considerably. It is therefore conve-
nient to introduce the notation
f = f 12 , Qi = Q
12
i , V = V12 ,
Ti = T
12
i , T = T
IJ,IJ = 2 T 12,12 . (4.4)
To avoid confusion, we keep using the notation Λ12 and S12 for the parameters of the
SO(2) transformations. Further, we have
∂iQj − ∂jQi = 12fij , Di(Γ)fjk = 0 , (4.5)
where Γkij is the Christoffel connection. For a Ka¨hler target space it is convenient to
decompose the d real fields into d/2 complex ones and their complex conjugates, φi →
(φi, φ¯ı¯) in a basis where fi
j = i δji , fı¯
¯ = −i δ¯ı¯ . From the fact that f is hermitian, it follows
that only the components gi¯ = gı¯j are non-zero, and therefore fi¯ = igi¯ = −f¯i. The fact
that f is covariantly constant then leads to
∂igjk¯ = ∂jgik¯ , (4.6)
which implies that the metric can locally be written as gi¯ = ∂i∂¯K, where K(φ, φ¯) is the
Ka¨hler potential. Furthermore (3.15) implies,
Ti =
1
2
i ∂iT , Tij = −Di∂jT . (4.7)
The projectors defined in (2.20), decompose into a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic
component,
P
Ii
Jj =
1
2
δij (δ
IJ + iǫIJ) , PIı¯J ¯ =
1
2
δ ı¯¯ (δ
IJ − iǫIJ) . (4.8)
The Ka¨hler potential K is defined up to Ka¨hler transformations,
K(φ, φ¯)→ K(φ, φ¯) + Λ(φ) + Λ¯(φ¯) . (4.9)
A solution of (4.5) is provided by
Qi = −14 i∂iK , Qı¯ = 14 i∂ı¯K . (4.10)
This solution is not unique as it is subject to field-dependent gauge transformations. By
adopting (4.10) we have removed this gauge freedom, but the Ka¨hler transformations now
act on Q in the form of a field-dependent SO(2) gauge transformation with parameter
Λ12(φ, φ¯) = 1
4
i(Λ(φ)− Λ¯(φ¯)) . (4.11)
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Consequently, all quantities transforming nontrivially under SO(2) become now subject
to Ka¨hler transformations induced by (4.11). Note that transformations where Λ equals
an imaginary constant, correspond to SO(2) transformations acting exclusively on the
fermions and not on the Ka¨hler potential. These transformations constitute an invariance
group of the ungauged Lagrangian and they are in the center of the full group of combined
isometries and SO(2) transformations of the fermions.
According to (2.27) only holomorphic isometries of the target space can be extended
to symmetries of the Lagrangian. Such isometries, parameterized by Killing vector fields
(X i, X ı¯), preserve both the metric and the complex structure, i.e.,
LXg = LXf = 0 .
The invariance of the complex structure implies that X i and X ı¯ must be holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic, respectively. The invariance of the metric gives rise to the Killing
equations
DiX¯ +D¯Xi = 0 , DiXj +DjXi = 0 .
Because of the holomorphicity of X i, the second condition is automatically satisfied,
whereas the first condition implies that the Ka¨hler potential remains invariant under the
isometry up to a Ka¨hler transformation. We write this special Ka¨hler transformation in
terms of a holomorphic function S(φ), i.e.,
δK(φ, φ¯) = −X i ∂iK −X ı¯ ∂ı¯K = 4i (S − S¯) . (4.12)
According to (2.30), the function V, defined by
V = X iQi +X ı¯Qı¯ + S12 = −14 iX i∂iK + 14 iX ı¯∂ı¯K + S12 ,
must satisfy the equation,
∂iV = 12 i gi¯X ¯ .
As the right-hand side can be written as a derivative, this equation can now be solved
and we obtain
S12(φ, φ¯) = S(φ) + S¯(φ¯) . (4.13)
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Consequently we have,
V = −1
4
i(X i∂iK −X ı¯∂ı¯K) + S + S¯ = − 12 iX i∂iK + 2S .
For every generator XM of the isometry group we may thus identify a holomorphic func-
tion SM, determined by (4.12) up to a real constant. The particular transformation (which
we denote with the extra label M = 0)
X0 i = 0 , S0 = 1
2
, V0 = 1 , (4.14)
constitutes a central extension of the isometry group and generates the SO(2) R-symmetry
group that acts exclusively on the fermions. The closure relation (2.34) yields,
XMi∂iSN −XNi∂iSM =
∑
K>0
fMNK SK + fMN0 . (4.15)
For a semi-simple isometry group, the fMN 0 can be absorbed by suitable constant shifts
into the functions SM (or, equivalently, into VM).
It is always possible to gauge the R-symmetry group. In that case we have a gauge
field A0µ associated with SO(2) transformations of the fermions and the T -tensor must be
manifestly invariant under this group. When the structure constants fMN0 do not vanish
when projected onto the gauged subgroup of the isometries, and cannot be absorbed by
suitable shifts, the R-symmetry group must be gauged. In that case it is more practical
to choose a given set of functions VM whose algebra will exhibit a certain central charge,
without trying to modify the structure constants by constants shifts. Instead one can then
vary the embedding tensor ΘMN . The reason is that the Lagrangian is invariant under a
change of basis in the Lie algebra, according to VM → VM + cM, AMµ → AMµ + cMA0µ, and
ΘM0 → ΘM0 − cNΘNM , (M 6= 0) ,
Θ00 → Θ00 − 2 cMΘM0 + cMΘMNcN , (4.16)
where the cM are arbitrary constants with c0 = 0. To see this one observes that the combi-
nations VMΘMNVN , VM iΘMNVN and VM iΘMNANµ remain invariant under the combined
substitutions.
Let us further note that, given a gauge group G0 whose embedding tensor Θ satisfies
(3.13), another solution to (3.13) can always be obtained by the deformation
ΘM0 → ΘM0 + δM , (4.17)
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provided the generator δMX
M commutes with the gauge group G0. This is the three-
dimensional analogue of the local version of the Fayet-Iliopoulos mechanism in four-
dimensional N = 1 supergravity [25].
Let us now determine the various quantities involved. It is convenient to decompose
the tensor AIJ1 in terms of a singlet part A
11
1 + A
22
1 and a complex quantity
eK/2W ≡ 1
2
(A221 − A111 ) + iA121 .
Ka¨hler transformations are induced by the SO(2) transformations (4.11),
δ(eK/2W ) = 2i Λ12(eK/2W ) .
This implies that W transforms under Ka¨hler transformations according to
δW = −Λ(φ)W . (4.18)
Imposing the equations (3.23) then leads directly to the following result,
∂i(A
11
1 + A
22
1 + 2 T ) = 0 , ∂iW = ∂ı¯W = 0 .
The function W can be identified as the holomorphic superpotential. Gauge covariance of
A1 imposes the additional relation
ΘMN (X
NiDiW + 4iVNW ) = ΘMN(XN i∂iW + 4iSNW ) = 0 , (4.19)
with the Ka¨hler covariant derivative DiW ≡ ∂iW + ∂iKW , implied by (4.18). For
nonvanishing W the momentum maps associated with the gauge group generators can be
expressed in terms of the superpotential and are proportional to the corresponding Killing
vectors. As a consequence, one may verify from (4.15) that the structure constants fMN0
vanish when projected onto the gauge group, i.e., ΘMKΘNL f
KL
0 = 0. The gauging of
the SO(2) R-symmetry group requires W to vanish (because W transforms nontrivially
under SO(2)). Therefore nonzero W implies that we have ΘM0 = 0 = Θ00.
The integration constant in A111 +A
22
1 is finally determined by the quadratic constraints
(3.34) provided that W is nonvanishing. The tensor AIJ1 is then given by
A111 = −T − eK/2ℜW , A221 = −T + eK/2ℜW , A121 = A211 = eK/2ℑW . (4.20)
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The tensor A2 can be derived from (3.21) and its components are given by
A1 12 i = −iA1 22 i = − 12(∂iT + eK/2DiW ) ,
A222 i = iA
21
2 i = − 12(∂iT − eK/2DiW ) . (4.21)
Finally, the tensor A3 can be evaluated from (3.21); this leads to, for example,
A3
11
ij =
1
4
eK/2DiDjW ,
A3
11
i¯ =
1
2
Ti¯ − 14 gi¯ T + 12∂i∂¯T . (4.22)
One can verify the consistency of these results by inserting A1, A2 and A3 into the
quadratic constraints (3.34). Indeed, these cancel by virtue of (4.19). When W = 0 the
vanishing of the integration constant in A111 + A
22
1 cannot be derived from the quadratic
constraints, but follows instead from the identity (3.35). We note in passing that pure
N = 2 supergravity (without gauging) can have a cosmological constant corresponding to
a constant W and vanishing T . This implies that the gravitino mass matrix is traceless.
An alternative way to generate a cosmological term in pure supergravity makes use of
gauging the R-symmetry group. In that case, T equals a nonzero constant and W = 0;
the gravitino mass matrix is then proportional to the identity.
The scalar potential (3.32) of the gauged theory is given by
V = −g2
(
4 T 2 − 4 g i¯ı ∂iT ∂ı¯T + 4 eK |W |2 − g i¯ı eKDiWDı¯W
)
. (4.23)
Note that in three dimensions, the scalar potential is quartic in the moment map V, since
the T -tensor is quadratic in V. This is in contrast with e.g. four dimensions, where the
scalar potential is quadratic in V.
Analogous to the N = 1 case, there are two kinds of supersymmetric deformations
of the original theory. On the one hand, there are the gaugings, which are completely
characterized by an embedding tensor ΘMN . The above analysis shows that there is no
restriction on the T -tensor, and therefore any subgroup of the invariance group of the
theory is an admissible gauge group, as long as its embedding tensor satisfies (3.13). On
the other hand there are the deformations described by the holomorphic superpotential
W , which are not induced by a gauging. In case both deformations are simultaneously
present, their compatibility requires (4.19).
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4.3 N = 3
In this case the target space is a quaternionic manifold. The condition (3.36), from
which we have derived all other consistency constraints, is identically satisfied, so that
each subgroup of isometries can be consistently gauged. The gauging follows uniquely
from the embedding tensor and there are no other deformations. In particular, the scalar
tensors A1, A2, A3 are defined by (3.21), (3.28), and the scalar potential is given by (3.32).
4.4 N = 4
For N = 4 the target space is locally a product of two quaternionic manifolds of di-
mension d±, associated with the positive and negative eigenvalues of the tensor J , whose
real coordinates we denote by φi, φı¯, respectively. Because the almost-complex structures
commute with J , they decompose into two sets of three almost-complex structures f±;
the only nonvanishing components are f+Pij , f
−P¯
ı¯¯ , where ± denotes the split according to
(P, P¯ = 1, 2, 3)
f+P ≡ 1
2
(J + 1) fP = 1
2
fP − 1
4
ǫPQR fQR ,
f−P¯ ≡ 1
2
(J − 1) fP = − 1
2
fP − 1
4
ǫPQR fQR . (4.24)
The two sets of almost-complex structures satisfy the multiplication rule,
f+P f+Q = − 1 δPQ − εPQRf+R , f−P¯ f−Q¯ = − 1 δP¯ Q¯ − εP¯ Q¯R¯f−R¯ . (4.25)
There is a corresponding decomposition of the SO(4) R-symmetry group,
SO(4) = SO(3)+ × SO(3)− . (4.26)
Obviously the isometry group splits into the product of the isometry groups of the two
subspaces whose generators we label by XMi and XM¯ı¯, respectively. These N = 4 three-
dimensional gaugings share some similarities with the N = 2 gaugings of four-dimensional
supergravity [28, 29, 30, 31], although the precise relation remains to be understood.
Upon reduction to three spacetime dimensions the special Ka¨hler and the quaternionic
manifolds that describe the interactions of the four-dimensional vector multiplets and
hypermultiplets, respectively, give rise to the two quaternionic spaces that span the target
space manifold [32, 33].
Let us first consider the nondegenerate case d+d− 6= 0. According to the discussion
of equation (2.31), the quantities VM IJ(φ,X) decompose into two triplets denoted by
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VMP and VM¯ P¯ , which live in each of the corresponding subspaces. The triplets V are the
momentum maps associated with the isometries of the quaternionic spaces [27].
A priori, the embedding tensor ΘMN decomposes into diagonal components, ΘMN and
ΘM¯N¯ , and off-diagonal components ΘMN¯ . The latter are, however, severely constrained
by the invariance condition (3.13),
ΘPM f
MN
KΘNL¯ = ΘPN¯ f
M¯N¯
L¯ΘM¯K ,
ΘP¯M f
MN
KΘNL¯ = ΘP¯N¯ f
M¯N¯
L¯ΘM¯K . (4.27)
Under (4.26), the T IJ,KL component of the T -tensor (3.14) takes values in the represen-
tations,
T IJ,KL : (1, 1) + (1, 1) + (5, 1) + (1, 5) + (3, 3) . (4.28)
The constraint (3.36) which is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a supersymmet-
ric gauging, implies the absence of the (1, 5)+(5, 1) representation in this decomposition;
in the basis (4.24) it implies
T PQ = 1
3
δPQ TRR , where T PQ = VMPΘMNVN Q , (4.29)
and correspondingly for T P¯ Q¯. The off-diagonal components, T PQ¯, which are propor-
tional to ΘMN¯ , remain unconstrained. Unlike the cases N < 4, it is no longer possible
to gauge any subgroup of the isometry group; the consistency of the gauged theory de-
pends on the condition (4.29) for the momentum maps VMP and VM¯ P¯ and the gauge
group invariant diagonal components ΘMN and ΘM¯N¯ of the embedding tensor, together
with the compatibility relation (4.27) for the off-diagonal components ΘMN¯ of the em-
bedding tensor. For symmetric quaternionic spaces there are convenient techniques for
finding admissible gauge groups, as we will discuss in the next section. However, for
non-symmetric [34, 35, 36] or even non-homogeneous quaternionic spaces it remains to
directly analyze equation (4.29) in order to determine the possible solutions for ΘMN .
Let us finally discuss the degenerate case in which one of the two quaternionic man-
ifolds vanishes, i.e. let us assume that d− = 0. The Lagrangian (2.23) then admits an
additional global symmetry SO(3)− acting exclusively on the fermions. Similar to (4.14)
above we can conveniently incorporate these invariances into our framework by defining
three extra generators with label M¯ = P¯ = 1, 2, 3, satisfying
X P¯ = 0 , [S P¯ ,SQ¯] = εP¯ Q¯R¯ SR¯ , (4.30)
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so that the four-by-four matrices S P¯ generate the SO(3)− group on the fermions. With
these definitions, (4.29) implies
ΘP¯ Q¯ = θ δP¯ Q¯ ⇐⇒ T P¯ Q¯ = θ δP¯ Q¯ . (4.31)
Assuming that θ 6= 0, the SO(3)− gauge transformations on the spinors can combine with
possible target space isometries, provided that the isometry group contains an SO(3)
subgroup. The gauge group decomposes into a direct product G0 × SO(3), where the
gauge symmetries associated with G0 correspond to the embedding tensor,
ΘMN −ΘMP¯ ΘP¯ Q¯ΘQ¯N , (4.32)
with ΘP¯ Q¯ the inverse of ΘP¯ Q¯.
When ΘP¯ Q¯ = 0, the gauge group can still include the SO(3)
− R-symmetry group
(or an SO(2) subgroup thereof) through the mixed components of the embedding tensor.
Hence we distinguish three SO(3) generators labeled by P = 1, 2, 3,
TP = ΘPMX
M + ΘP P¯ S P¯ , (4.33)
where ΘPMX
M denote possible corresponding SO(3) Killing vectors. The presence of the
mixed components ΘP P¯ induces another set of gauge group generators,
TP¯ = ΘP¯QX
Q , (4.34)
where the ΘP¯QX
Q denote three more Killing vectors. From (4.27) it then follows that
the generators TP¯ are mutually commuting and transform as a vector under the SO(3)
isometries (4.33). The SO(3) Killing vectors ΘPMX
M must be nonvanishing. Hence the
gauge group consists of a semidirect product of SO(3) with the three-dimensional abelian
group T generated by the TP¯ , possibly multiplied with another subgroup of the isometry
group. These are the type of theories one obtains upon dimensional reduction of four-
dimensional N = 2 supergravity without hypermultiplets and a gauged SU(2) subgroup
of the R-symmetry group [37]. It is possible to restrict the embedding tensor, such that
we gauge only an SO(2) subgroup of the SO(3)− R-symmetry group. By similar reasoning
as above, it follows that one must at least have an SO(2)× SO(2) gauge group.
5 Symmetric spaces
For N > 4, it has been shown in [1] that the target spaces are symmetric homogeneous
spaces G/H such that d = dimG − dimH. A list of these spaces is given in table I. In
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this section, we show that the underlying group structure allows to translate the consis-
tency condition for admissible gauge groups into a projection equation for the embedding
tensor Θ. This provides an efficient way of classifying and constructing solutions to this
equation which has been applied to the gaugings of maximal supergravity in [2, 3].
For a homogeneous target space manifold G/H, the scalar fields are described by means
of a G-valued matrix L, on which the rigid action of G is realized by left multiplication,
while H acts as a local symmetry by multiplication from the right. The latter gauge
freedom may be used to eliminate the spurious degrees of freedom in L and obtain a
coset representative so that L = L(φi) is directly parametrized by the d scalar fields φi.
In the case at hand, the group H is a maximal compact subgroup of G and given by
SO(N)×H′. The generators of the group G constitute a Lie algebra g, which decomposes
into {tM} = {XIJ , Xα, Y A}. The XIJ generate SO(N) and the Xα generate the group H′;
together they span the subalgebra h while the remaining (noncompact) generators Y A
transform in a (not necessarily irreducible) spinor representation of SO(N). The relevant
representations are collected in appendix B. Expanding the dependence of L(φi) on φi
defines
L−1∂iL =
1
2
QIJi X
IJ +Qαi X
α + ei
A Y A . (5.1)
We note the connections Qi (the ones associated with the X
α were introduced at the end
of subsection 2.1). The vielbein ei
A may be used to convert curved target-space indices
into flat SO(N) spinor indices. The target-space metric gij and the antisymmetric tensors
f IJij are realized by
gij = ei
A ej
B δAB , f
IJ
ij = − ΓIJAB eAi eBj , (5.2)
with SO(N) Γ-matrices ΓIJAB.
3 The matter fermion fields are redefined by converting their
target-space indices into indices associated with the conjugate spinor representation of
SO(N),
χA˙ ≡ 1
N
eAi Γ
I
AA˙
χiI . (5.3)
3Only for N = 9 and N = 16 the Y A transform in an irreducible spinor representation of SO(N).
Generically, the Y A comprise a reducible representation of SO(N)× H′ (c.f. appendix B for a complete
list). Correspondingly, the Γ matrices ΓIAA˙, Γ
IJ
AB are understood unambiguously as acting separately on
the different subspaces and as identity on each H′-representation factor. Moreover, they define what we
will refer to as the conjugate spinor representation with associated indices A˙. E.g. for N = 10, we have
Y A = 16+ + 16−, and the fermions transform in the conjugate representation 16+ + 16−.
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All the general formulae obtained above may be conveniently translated, noting that the
projector P from (2.20) factorizes according to
gik P
I
J
k
j =
1
N
(
eAi Γ
I
AA˙
) (
ΓJ
BA˙
eBj
)
. (5.4)
The isometries are generated by the left action of G on L(φ), accompanied by a
compensating H-transformation to remain in the coset representative,
XM i ∂iL = t
ML− LSM(φi) , SM(φi) ∈ h . (5.5)
Here SM decomposes into SM IJ (these quantities were already introduced in a more
general context in section 2.2) and SMα, belonging to SO(N) and H′, respectively. Sub-
sequently one forms the combinations VM ≡ SM +XM iQi for all components belonging
to h. For any coset space one can show [38] that these VM, together with the VM i ≡ XM i
are subject to a system of linear first-order differential equations, which includes the gen-
erators of H and the curvatures of the connections Qi. For the case at hand the resulting
equations coincide precisely with (2.37). The VM i can also generally be expressed in
terms of the coset representatives L, and the combined expression for all the V takes the
following form,
L−1tML ≡ VMA tA = 12 VM IJ XIJ + VMαXα + VMA Y A . (5.6)
where VM i = gijejAVMA. Hence the V span an element in the Lie algebra g, which
coincides with the algebra of the generators of the isometries. At this point we can make
direct contact with the map (2.43), which now defines an isomorphism, corresponding to
the field-dependent conjugation (5.6). In particular, the T -tensor (3.14), given by
TAB = VMAΘMN VNB , (5.7)
where A = {IJ, α, A}, contains the embedding tensor of the gauge group as Θ = T |V=I.
5.1 Lifting the consistency constraints
We recall that the consistency condition for a supersymmetric gauging takes the form
of a single equation (3.38) for the T -tensor, and dictates the absence of the SO(N) rep-
resentation in T IJ,KL. In order to satisfy this equation on the entire scalar manifold
G/H, the structure (5.7) of the T -tensor shows that the entire G-orbit of the SO(N)
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representation must vanish. Consider now the decomposition of the T -tensor under G,
to
Radj ×sym Radj = 1⊕
[⊕
iRi
]
, =⇒ TAB = θ ηAB +
∑
i PRi
TAB , (5.8)
where 1 and Radj are the trivial and the adjoint representation of G, respectively, ηAB is
the Cartan-Killing form of G, and “×sym” denotes the symmetrized tensor product. By
PRi
we denote the G-invariant projector onto the representation Ri. From the SO(N)
composition of the generators, it is clear that there is a unique irreducible representation
R0 of G appearing in the sum in (5.8) that branches under SO(N) such that it contains
the representation . The condition (3.38) is thus equivalent to
PR0
TAB = 0 . (5.9)
The other SO(N) representations contained in this equation can be obtained explicitly
by successively taking derivatives of (3.38). Because (5.9) is a G-covariant condition, it is
also equivalent to
PR0
ΘMN = 0 . (5.10)
The underlying coset structure thus allows to translate the field-dependent form (3.36)
of the consistency condition into a single condition for the constant embedding tensor
of the gauge group G0. After identifying the representation R0, the condition for the
embedding tensor corresponding to a consistent gauging can thus be given in explicit
form. In table I, we have collected the decompositions (5.8) and the representations R0
for all theories with N > 4.4 Given a subgroup G0 ⊂ G with a corresponding embedding
tensor ΘMN , equation (5.10) provides a simple and efficient criterion for checking whether
G0 can be consistently gauged while preserving all supersymmetries. The solutions of
(5.10) will be referred to as admissible gauge groups G0. In the following two sections,
we discuss some of these solutions, case by case for the different N . We close this section
with some general remarks on the solutions of (5.10).
A direct consequence of the projection equation (5.10) is that the Cartan-Killing form
of G is a solution to this equation as it corresponds to the singlet in the decomposition
of (5.8). Therefore the full isometry group G is always an admissible gauge group. The
potential of the corresponding gauged theory reduces to a cosmological constant because
the dependence on the scalars disappears as a result of the G-invariance of the potential.
4We used the LiE package [39] for computing the decompositions of tensor products and the branching
of representations; throughout this paper we use the corresponding conventions for the Dynkin weights.
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N G/H d Radj Radj ×sym Radj
5 Sp(2,k)
Sp(2)×Sp(k)
8k (2, 0, . . .) (0, . . .) + (0, 1, . . .) + (0, 2, . . .) + (4, 0, . . .)
6 SU(4,k)
S(U(k)×U(4))
8k (1, . . . , 1) (0, . . . , 0) + (1, . . . , 1) + (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0) + (2, . . . , 2)
8 SO(8,k)
SO(8)×SO(k)
8k (0, 1, . . .) (0, 0, . . .) + (0, 0, 0, 1, . . .) + (2, 0, . . .) + (0, 2, . . .)
9
F4(−20)
SO(9)
16 52 1+ 324 + 1053
10
E6(2)
SO(10)×U(1)
32 78 1+ 650 + 2430
12
E7(−5)
SO(12)×Sp(1)
64 133 1+ 1539 + 7371
16
E8(8)
SO(16)
128 248 1+ 3875 + 27000
Table I: Symmetric spaces for N > 4. The representation R0 from (5.10) is underlined in the
decomposition (5.8). Dots ′ . . .′ represent zero weights.
In fact all scalars fields may simply be gauged away by means of the gauged isometries.
Apart from this trivial solution, one may distinguish different classes of solutions of (5.10):
(i) compact gauge groups, of which in general there are very few, (ii) semisimple non-
compact gauge groups, (iii) non-semisimple gauge groups, and (iv) complex gauge groups
embedded in the real group G [22]. In the following, we restrict the discussion to some
semisimple solutions of (5.10); non-semisimple gauge groups may generically be obtained
by boosting the embedding tensors of their semisimple cousins, (see [22] for a detailed
discussion in the N = 16 theory).
For a compact gauge group, the components ΘIJ A, ΘIJ α, and ΘAB of the embedding
tensor vanish. Its SO(N) part ΘIJ,KL must satisfy (3.36), i.e. it must be of the form
ΘIJ,KL = θ δ
KL
IJ + δI[K ΞL]J + ΞIJKL , (5.11)
with a traceless symmetric tensor ΞIJ and a completely antisymmetric tensor ΞIJKL.
Explicit inspection of (5.10) shows that for N > 5 the embedding tensor must moreover
satisfy ΓIJKLAB ΞIJKL ≡ 0, which implies ΞIJKL ≡ 0, except for N = 8 where the fourfold
antisymmetric product of vector representations becomes reducible.
Let us therefore consider in some more detail compact gauge groups with embedding
tensor of the form
ΘIJ,KL = θ δ
KL
IJ + δI[K ΞL]J . (5.12)
It is straightforward to verify, that the choice
ΞIJ =
{
2(1− p
N
) δIJ for I ≤ p
−2 p
N
δIJ for I > p
, θ =
2p−N
N
, (5.13)
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describes the embedding of SO(p) × SO(N−p) ⊂ SO(N) as Θ = ΘSO(p) − ΘSO(N−p),
i.e. with opposite coupling constant. This ratio is fixed by the requirement that the
embedding tensor takes the form (5.12). Note that θ = 0 can only be achieved for even
N = 2p. Likewise, one can check that no product SO(p1)×. . .×SO(pn) with more than
two factors can be embedded into SO(N) with an embedding tensor of the form (5.12).
This severely restricts the possible choices of compact gauge groups.
5.2 The theories with 8 < N ≤ 16
For the theories with N = 9, 10, 12, 16, the physical fields form a single supermulti-
plet, out of which the scalars parametrize the exceptional coset spaces F4(−20)/SO(9),
E6(−14)/(SO(10)×U(1)), E7(−5)/(SO(12)×SU(2)), and E8(8)/SO(16), respectively. The
decomposition (5.8) for all these groups contains three irreducible representations only
(c.f. table I), so that the embedding tensor of an admissible gauge group (5.10) is entirely
contained in the union of a single G-representation R1 and the singlet
ΘMN = θ ηMN + PR1 ΘMN . (5.14)
This enables one to identify solutions of (5.10) by purely group-theoretical reasoning as
we shall summarize in the following observations.
• Let G0 ⊂ G be a semisimple subgroup of G such that the decomposition of R0 from
(5.10) under G0 does not contain a singlet. Then G0 is an admissible gauge group.
• Let G0 = G(1)×G(2) ⊂ G be a semisimple subgroup of G such that the decomposition
of R0 from (5.10) under G0 contains precisely one singlet. Then G0 is an admissible
gauge group, provided a fixed ratio of coupling constants of G(1) and G(2) [3]. We
denote its embedding tensor by
ΘMN = g1Θ
(1)
MN + g2Θ
(2)
MN , (5.15)
where Θ
(1)
MN and Θ
(2)
MN are the restrictions of the Cartan-Killing form ηMN of G onto
G(1) and G(2), respectively.
• Let G0 = G(1) × G(2) ⊂ G be a semisimple subgroup of G satisfying the above
assumptions with embedding tensor (5.15). Let moreover GN ⊂ G be a group such
that the decomposition of R1 in (5.14) under GN contains no singlet. Then the ratio
of coupling constants in (5.15) is given by
g1
g2
= −dimGN dimG
(2) − dimG dim(G(2) ∩GN )
dimGN dimG(1) − dimG dim(G(1) ∩GN ) . (5.16)
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This is shown by contracting (5.15) over GN and over the full group G.
Using these facts, we now give a brief case by case discussion of some of the semisimple
admissible gauge groups for the theories with N > 8.
N = 16 : The gaugings of the maximal three-dimensional supergravity have been
constructed and discussed in great detail in [2, 3]; we include some of the results here for
completeness. The embedding tensor of an admissible compact gauge groups must take
the form (5.12). However, the explicit decomposition of the T -tensor (B.1) shows that the
two singlets in (B.1) are linearly related (specifically 8ΘIJ,IJ = −15ΘAA). Since ΘAB = 0
for a compact gauge group, this requires θ = 0. From (5.13) it then follows that the
only compact admissible gauge group is the product SO(8)× SO(8) with opposite gauge
coupling constants. The noncompact admissible gauge groups include the SO(p, 8−p)×
SO(p, 8−p), but also the exceptional groups F4(−20)×G2(−14), E6(−14)×SU(3), E7(−5)×SU(2),
and different real forms thereof (see [3] for a detailed list). They all satisfy the assumptions
leading to (5.15). The ratios of coupling constants for these groups are straightforwardly
derived from (5.16) with GN = SO(16).
N = 12 : There are three singlets in the decomposition (B.2) related by a single lin-
ear condition. This leads to a larger variety of compact gauge groups. Roughly speaking,
a nonvanishing θ in (5.12) may be compensated by switching on the extra SU(2) factor
from H = SO(12)×SU(2) in the gauge group, such that the noncompact part ΘAB still
remains zero. For example, the decomposition of (5.8) under H shows that this subgroup
itself satisfies the assumptions leading to (5.15); unlike in the maximal case, H is itself an
admissible gauge group with a fixed ratio of coupling constants. This ratio can be derived
from (5.16) (using for example GN = SU(6, 2)) and gives Θ = ΘSO(12)−3ΘSU(2). In general,
the admissible compact gauge groups are given by the products SO(p)×SO(12−p)×SU(2)
with embedding tensor
Θ = ΘSO(p) −ΘSO(12−p) + 12(6−p) ΘSU(2) . (5.17)
The relative coupling constant between the two first factors is determined by (5.13), while
the relative factor in front of the last term stems from the relation 3ΘIJ,IJ = −22Θαα for
compact gauge groups (c.f. (B.2)) whose relative coefficient may be fixed from the case
p = 12 given above. Note that (only) for p = 6, the gauge group lies entirely in SO(12)
and the SU(2) factor is not gauged. Among the noncompact admissible gauge groups
there are E6(2)×U(1), F4(−20)×SU(2), G2(2)×Sp(3), all of which are maximal subgroups
of E7(−5).
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N = 10 : Similar to the above, the admissible compact gauge groups in this case
are the products SO(p)×SO(10−p)×U(1) with embedding tensor
Θ = ΘSO(p) −ΘSO(10−p) + 13(5−p) ΘU(1) . (5.18)
The relative coupling constants are fixed as in (5.17), using for example GN = Sp(2, 2).
For p = 5, the gauge group lies entirely in the SO(10) and the U(1) factor is not
gauged. Among the noncompact admissible gauge groups there are SU(4, 2)×SU(2),
G2(−14) × SU(2, 1), as well as the simple group F4(−20). All these gauge groups are maxi-
mal subgroups in E6(−14).
N = 9 : In this case there is no additional factor in H; however, the explicit decom-
position (B.4) shows that the two singlets appearing are independent. Therefore, again
a compact gauge group does not necessarily require vanishing θ in (5.12). In particular,
the group H = SO(9) itself is an admissible gauge group. More generally, the admissible
compact gauge groups are the products SO(p)×SO(9−p) with embedding tensor
Θ = ΘSO(p) −ΘSO(9−p) . (5.19)
Among the noncompact admissible gauge groups there are G2(−14)×SL(2) and Sp(2, 1)×
SU(2) which are maximal subgroups of F4(−20).
5.3 The theories with 4 < N ≤ 8
For N = 5, 6, 8, the field content of the ungauged theories is given by an arbitrary number
k of supermultiplets whose scalars fields parametrize the coset spaces Sp(2, k)/(Sp(2)×
Sp(k)), SU(4, k)/S(U(2)×U(k)), and SO(8, k)/(SO(8)×SO(k)), respectively.
N = 8 : The N = 8 ungauged theories have been constructed in [40], their gaug-
ings were discussed in [4].5 Consistency of the gauging is again encoded in (5.10) with
R0 = (0, 2, 0, 0, . . .).
6 Just as in the previous examples, one may consistently gauge the
entire compact subgroup H = SO(8) × SO(k) with a fixed ratio between the two cou-
pling constants. More interesting are the admissible gauge groups that lie entirely in the
group SO(8). Note that for N = 8, the condition ΓIJKLAB ΘIJ,KL = 0, no longer forces the
5Note, that our conventions here differ from those used in [40, 4] by a triality rotation 8v ↔ 8s of
SO(8) in order to fit into the general scheme.
6In [4], a slightly stronger consistency condition had been given, namely simultaneous absence of
the (2, 0, 0, 0, . . .). This is in general not necessary. Restricting to compact gauge groups G0 ⊂ SO(8)
however, the two conditions turn out to be equivalent.
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entire antisymmetric part Θ[IJ,KL] of the embedding tensor to vanish, rather the embed-
ding tensor of a compact gauge group G0 ⊂ SO(8) takes the general form
ΘIJ,KL = δI[K ΞL]J + ΞIJKL , (5.20)
with a traceless symmetric tensor ΞIJ and selfdual ΞIJKL =
1
24
εIJKLPQRS ΞPQRS, relaxing
(5.12). In the standard way (5.13), the group SO(4) × SO(4) may be embedded with
relative coupling constant of −1. A nonvanishing ΞIJKL in (5.20) furthermore allows
to introduce an arbitrary relative coupling constant α between the two factors inside of
each SO(4) (see [4] for details). This corresponds to the existence of the one-parameter
family D1(2, 1;α) of N = 4 superextensions of the AdS group SO(2, 2), which appear as
spacetime isometries.
N = 6 : Closer inspection of the decomposition (B.6) of Θ shows that the maximal
compact subgroup H = SU(4)×SU(k)×U(1) is among the admissible gauge groups with
an embedding tensor which forms a linear combination of the corresponding singlets in
(B.6). Since a compact gauge group requires ΘAB = 0, and the four singlets appearing
in (B.6) are linearly related, there are only two independent coupling constants. Other
compact gauge groups are obtained by replacing the SU(4) factor by one of its subgroups
SO(p)×SO(6−p), the embedding tensor taking the form (5.13). The total embedding
tensor is given by
Θ = ΘSO(p) −ΘSO(6−p) + αΘSU(k) − 4α(k − 1) + k(p− 3)
4 + k
ΘU(1) , (5.21)
with a free parameter α. The relative coefficients are obtained in a similar way as in (5.17),
(5.18), generalizing (5.16) to products of more factors and using GN = SO(4, k). The only
compact admissible gauge group which lies entirely in SO(6) is its subgroup SO(3)×SO(3).
N = 5 : The explicit decomposition of the T -tensor (B.7) shows that the group
Sp(2) ∼ SO(5) as well as its product with the entire Sp(k) and independent coupling
constants, are admissible gauge groups. The embedding tensors are given by a linear
combination of the two corresponding singlets in the decomposition (B.7). Instead of
Sp(2) one may also gauge any of its subgroups SO(4), or SO(2)×SO(3), the embedding
tensor taking the form (5.13). From (B.7) it follows moreover that for N = 5 even the
completely antisymmetrized tensor Θ[IJ,KL] may be nonvanishing for a compact gauge
group, since the two (5, 0, 0, 0, . . .) representations in (B.7) may be chosen independently.
G/H d Radj Radj ×sym Radj
Sp(m,1)
Sp(m)×Sp(1)
4m (2, 0, . . .) (0, 0, . . .) + (0, 1, . . .) + (0, 2, . . .) + (4, 0, . . .)
SU(m,2)
S(U(m)×U(2))
4m (1, . . . , 1) (0, . . . , 0) + (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0) + (1, . . . , 1) + (2, . . . , 2)
SO(m,4)
SO(m)×SO(4)
4m (0, 1, . . .) (0, 0, . . .) + (0, 0, 0, 1, . . .) + (2, 0, . . .) + (0, 2, . . .)
G2(2)
SO(4)
8 14 1+ 27+ 77
F4(4)
Sp(3)×Sp(1)
28 52 1+ 324+ 1053
E6(2)
SU(6)×Sp(1)
40 78 1+ 650+ 2430
E7(−5)
SO(12)×Sp(1)
64 133 1+ 1539+ 7371
E8(−24)
E7×Sp(1)
112 248 1+ 3875+ 27000
Table II: Symmetric spaces for N = 4. The representation R0 from (5.10) is underlined.
5.4 N = 4: the symmetric spaces
Recall, that for N = 4 the target space manifold is a product of two quaternionic spaces
and consistency of the gauged theory is encoded in equation (4.29) for the T -tensor to
be satisfied on the entire target space manifold. In case, the quaternionic spaces are
symmetric, one can apply the techniques described in this section to lift equation (4.29)
to an algebraic projection equation on the embedding tensor, and exploit the known
decomposition of the isometry group under SO(4) to perform a similar analysis of the
admissible gauge groups. To this end, we list all quaternionic symmetric spaces [41]
together with the decompositions (5.8) and the representations R0 defining (5.10) in
table II. We leave the further study of these gaugings and the admissible gauge groups
to the reader.
6 Concluding remarks
We have constructed the general N -extended gauged supergravity theories in three space-
time dimensions. The gaugings constitute supersymmetric deformations of the ungauged
theories of [1], and are entirely characterized by a symmetric embedding tensor ΘMN that
specifies the gauge group as a subgroup of the full invariance group of the ungauged the-
ories. This invariance group consists of the target-space isometries, and (for N = 2, 4)
possible R-symmetry transformations. The embedding tensor must generate a proper
subgroup and must be invariant under the gauge group. This is expressed by the con-
ditions (3.13). Supersymmetry imposes additional conditions on the embedding tensor,
which are expressed in terms of constraints on the so-called T -tensor. For N > 2 these
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constraints are encoded in (3.36). We have analyzed these constraints for the different
values of N . Any subgroup can be gauged for N ≤ 3. For N = 1, 2 there exist super-
symmetric deformations that are not induced by a gauging; for N = 2 their presence may
form an obstacle to certain gauge groups. For N ≥ 4 there are restrictions on the em-
bedding tensor and thus on the corresponding subgroups that can be gauged. For N > 4
all target spaces are symmetric. For symmetric target spaces with N ≥ 4 the restriction
on the gauge group can conveniently be formulated in terms of the algebraic projection
equation (5.10) on the embedding tensor Θ.
The gaugings require the usual masslike terms and a scalar potential in the Lagrangian,
parametrized by three tensors A1, A2 and A3,
L = L0 + eg
{
1
2
AIJ1 ψ¯
I
µ γ
µν ψJν + A
IJ
2 j ψ¯
I
µ γ
µχjJ + 1
2
A3
IJ
ij χ¯
iIχjJ
}
+
4 eg2
N
(
AIJ1 A
IJ
1 − 12N gij AI J2i AI J2j
)
, (6.1)
where L0 denotes the ungauged Lagrangian (2.23) with the spacetime derivatives extended
by extra covariantizations associated with the gauging, as specified in (3.3), (3.8) and (3.9).
The supersymmetry transformations of the fermion fields acquire extra terms proportional
to A1 and A2. They read
δψIµ = DµǫI − 18gij χ¯iIγνχjJ γµν ǫJ − δφiQIJi ψJµ + g AIJ1 γµ ǫJ ,
δχiI = 1
2
(
δIJ1−f IJ)i j /̂Dφj ǫJ − δφj (Γijk χkI +QIJj χiJ)− gN AJiI2 ǫJ . (6.2)
The transformation rules for eµ
a and φi remain as given in (2.21), for the vector fields AMµ
they have been given in (3.11).
For N > 2, the tensors A1, A2 and A3 are uniquely given in terms of the T -tensor
(c.f. (3.14)) by means of (3.21) and (3.28),
AIJ1 = −
4
N−2 T
IM,JM +
2
(N−1)(N−2) δ
IJ TMN,MN ,
AIJ2 j =
2
N
T IJ j +
4
N(N−2) f
M(I
j
m T J)Mm +
2 δIJ
N(N−1)(N−2) f
KL
j
m TKLm ,
A3
IJ
ij =
1
N2
{
− 2D(iDj)AIJ1 + gij AIJ1 + AK[I1 fJ ]Kij
+2 Tij δ
IJ − 4D[iT IJ j] − 2 Tk[i f IJkj]
}
. (6.3)
The cases N = 1, 2 require a separate analysis, which was presented in section 4. For
symmetric spaces with N ≥ 4, these results simplify considerably.
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All gauged theories exhibit a potential (3.32) for the scalar fields φi. In certain cases
this potential is constant and simply constitutes a cosmological term. In applications one
is often interested in stationary points of this potential which give rise to anti-de Sitter or
Minkowski solutions with residual supersymmetries, or in de Sitter solutions. Extremal
points in the maximal N = 16 theory have been analyzed in some detail in [3, 42, 43].
Here we give a generalization to arbitrary N of some essential formulae that may enable
the reader to carry out a similar analysis for the theories presented in this paper.
Stationary points of the scalar potential are characterized by (3.33), which together
with the second equation of (3.34) implies the following relation at the stationary point,7
3AIK1 A
K J
2j +N g
klAIK2k A3
KJ
lj = 0 . (6.4)
The residual supersymmetry of the corresponding solution (assuming maximally symmet-
ric spacetimes) is parametrized by spinors ǫI satisfying the condition,
AJ I2i ǫ
J = 0 , (6.5)
which ensures that the fermions χiI remain invariant in a bosonic background. Full
unbroken supersymmetry implies that A2 vanishes at the stationary point. From the
gravitino variations one derives the condition,
AIK1 A
KJ
1 ǫ
J = − V0
4 g2
ǫI =
1
N
(
AIJ1 A
IJ
1 − 12N gij AI J2i AI J2j
)
ǫI , (6.6)
where V0 is the potential taken at the stationary point. Let us emphasize that the two
conditions (6.5) and (6.6) are in fact equivalent by virtue of the first equation of (3.34),
so that the condition (6.6) suffices for establishing the (residual) supersymmetry. Obvi-
ously the potential must be non-positive at the stationary point, so that the maximally
symmetric spacetime must be a Minkowski or an anti-de Sitter spacetime.
From the above results it follows that residual supersymmetries are associated with
eigenvalues of AIJ1 equal to ±
√
−V0/4 g2. The massive gravitini that may arise are asso-
ciated with different eigenvalues and span an orthogonal subspace. We will distinguish
the indices associated to this orthogonal subspace by Iˆ , Jˆ , . . .. The massive gravitini can
be identified by the linear combinations,
ψIˆµmassive ∝
(
AIˆKˆ1 A
KˆJˆ
1 +
V0 δ
Iˆ Jˆ
4 g2
)
ψJˆµ +
1
2 g
AIˆJ2 j ∂µχ
jJ + 1
2
AIˆKˆ1 A
KˆJ
2 j γµχ
jJ , (6.7)
7In the remainder of this section the tensors A1, A2 and A3 are constant and equal to their values at
the stationary point.
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which are explicitly restricted to the orthogonal subspace. Imposing the unitary gauge
by the condition
AIˆJ2 j χ
jJ = 0 , (6.8)
we can simply determine the fermionic mass matrices by projection,
Mgravitini = g AIJ1 ,
Mfermions = g A3IJij + 6 g AKˆI2 i
[
g2A1
4g2A21 − 1V0
]
KˆLˆ
ALˆJ2 j . (6.9)
Observe that the restriction to the indices associated with the orthogonal subspace is
crucial as otherwise the second mass matrix would diverge. To show that this matrix is
orthogonal to the condition (6.8), one makes use of the identity (6.4).
It remains to evaluate the mass matrices for the bosons, which can simply be read off
from the Lagrangian and are equal to,
Mvectors = g2ΘMKVKiVLiΘLN ,
M2scalars = g2Di∂jV . (6.10)
The derivatives of the potential may be explicitly evaluated using the various identi-
ties derived previously. Moreover, the form of the vector mass matrix together with
the corresponding kinetic Chern-Simons term shows that the physical vector masses are
encoded in the matrix gTij = gΘMNVMiVN j, so that eventually all mass matrices can
be expressed in terms of the T -tensors. This is a common feature of all gauged super-
gravity theories. In case of residual supersymmetry the spectrum (6.9), (6.10) decom-
poses into representations of the appropriate superextension of the AdS3 isometry group
SO(2, 2) = SL(2,R)× SL(2,R).
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A About SO(N) projectors
For a symmetric target space, the consistency conditions on the T -tensor combine into the
G-invariant form (5.9). In the general case, these consistency conditions take an SO(N)
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covariant form, c.f. (3.25), (3.26), etc. Whereas the SO(N) representation content of
(3.26) is obvious (c.f. (3.38)), it is complicated to disentangle the independent parts of
the consistency conditions (3.25) for the components T IJ i, derived from (3.20), (3.21). In
this appendix, we present a systematic approach to handle these equations by means of
SO(N) covariant projectors.
The tensors f IJ from (2.9) define a d-dimensional representation of SO(N). Consider
the space of tensors ΞIJ j of dimension dN
2. Using the f IJ , we can build the following
SO(N) covariant maps on this space
IdKLnIJ j ≡ δKI δLJ δnj , PKLnIJ j ≡ 1N δKI
(
δLJ δ
n
j − fJLjn
)
,
ΠKLnIJ j ≡ δLI δKJ δnj , P0 KLnIJ j ≡ 1N δIJδKLδnj . (A.1)
They satisfy the following set of relations
Π2 = Id , P 2 = P , P 20 = ΠP0 = P0Π = P0 ,
P0PΠ =
2
N
P0 − P0P , ΠPP0 = 2N P0 − PP0 , P0PP0 = 1N P0 ,
PΠP = 2
N
P −N PP0P , (A.2)
which follow from (2.4). An equivalent form of the last relation is
P
Km
Ii P
Jj
Lm + P
Lm
Ii P
Jj
Km =
2
N
δKL PJjIi , (A.3)
which proves to be useful in checking the absence of several cubic fermion terms in the
supersymmetry variation of the Lagrangian.
For a tensor ΞIJ j, consider the following inhomogeneous system of linear equations
P Ξ = Ξ , (Id−Π)Ξ = 2Z . (A.4)
This system admits the unique solution Ξ = T Z if and only if Z satisfies the projection
equation
Z = P Z , (A.5)
where T and the projector P are given by
P ≡ N (P − PΠ− ΠP +ΠPΠ)
2(N−2) −
N (P0 −N(PP0 + P0P ) +N2PP0P )
(N−1)(N−2) ,
T ≡ N
N−2 (P − PΠ) +
N2
(N−1)(N−2) (PP0 −NPP0P ) ,
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with PP = P, and trP = dN . The necessity of the projection condition (A.5) follows
from 2Z = (Id−Π)P Ξ and from using the relation
(Id− Π)P = P (Id−Π)P , (A.6)
which follows straightforwardly from (A.2). Likewise, one may verify the relations
(Id− Π) T = 2P , P T = T = T P , (A.7)
which ensure that Ξ = T Z together with (A.5) solves (A.4).
This algebra can be applied to perform a systematic analysis of the constraint equa-
tions in section 3. As an example, note that the antisymmetric part of the first equation in
(3.21) together with (3.20) constitutes a system of type (A.4) with Z = 2
N
T . Its solubility
thus implies the consistency relation
T = PT , (A.8)
on T IJ i which precisely agrees with (3.25). Since P is a projector, this shows that equa-
tion (3.25) indeed describes a closed set of consistency relations with nontrivial solution.
The tensor A2 is given as A2 =
2
N
T T which agrees with (3.21) upon eliminating A1 by
means of (3.28). The proof again makes use of the constraint (A.8) on T IJ i.
B Explicit decompositions of the T -tensor
The representation content of the T -tensor under the group G for the various values of
N > 4 has been given in table I. In this appendix, we give the explicit decomposition of
the T -tensor under the compact group H = SO(N)×H′. Since the embedding tensor of
the gauge group is obtained as Θ = TV=I, it satisfies the same decomposition. This has
been used in the main text to further analyze the admissible compact gauge groups in
sections 5.2 and 5.3.
N = 16 : Under SO(16), the adjoint representation of E8(8) decomposes into
XIJ : 120 , Y A : 128 ,
implying that the T -tensor of the gauged theory consists of
T IJ,KL = 1+ 135 + 1820 ,
TAB = 1+ 1820 ,
T IJ,A = 1920 , (B.1)
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where the two singlets 1 and the two representations 1820 coincide.
N = 12 : Under SO(12) × SU(2), the adjoint representation of E7(−5) decomposes
into
XIJ : (66, 1) , Xα : (1, 3) , Y A : (32, 2) ,
implying that the T -tensor consists of
T IJ,KL = (1, 1) + (77, 1) + (495, 1) , T αβ = (1, 1) , T IJα = (66, 3) ,
TAB = (1, 1) + (495, 1) + (66, 3) ,
T IJ,A = (32, 2) + (352, 2) ,
T αA = (32, 2) , (B.2)
with a linear relation between the three singlets (1, 1), and where the two representations
in the (66, 3), (32, 2), and the (495, 1), respectively, coincide.
N = 10 : Under SO(10) × U(1), the adjoint representation of E6(−14) decomposes
into
XIJ : 450 , Xα : 10 , Y A : 16+ + 16− ,
implying that the T -tensor consists of
T IJ,KL = 10 + 540 + 2100 , T αβ = 10 , T IJα = 450 ,
TAB = 10 + 10+2 + 10−2 + 450 + 2100 ,
T IJ,A = 16+ + 16− + 144+ + 144− ,
T αA = 16+ + 16− , (B.3)
with a linear relation between the three singlets 10, and where the two representations in
the 16+, 16−, 450, and 2100, respectively, coincide.
N = 9 : Under SO(9), the adjoint representation of F4(−20) decomposes into
XIJ : 36 , Y A : 16 ,
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implying that the T -tensor consists of
T IJ,KL = 1+ 44 + 126 ,
TAB = 1+ 9 + 126 ,
T IJ,A = 16+ 128 , (B.4)
where the two 126 representations coincide.
N = 8 : Under SO(8) × SO(k), the adjoint representation of SO(8, k) decomposes
into
XIJ : (28 , (0, 0, 0, 0, . . .)) , Xα : (1 , (0, 1, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
Y A : (8s , (1, 0, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
implying that the T -tensor consists of
T IJ,KL = (1+ 35v + 35s + 35c , (0, 0, 0, 0, . . .) )
T αβ = (1 , (0, 0, 0, 0, . . .) + (2, 0, 0, 0, . . .) + (0, 0, 0, 1, . . .)) ,
T IJα = (28 , (0, 1, 0, 0, . . .))
TAB = (1 , (0, 0, 0, 0, . . .) + (2, 0, 0, 0, . . .)) + (35s , (0, 0, 0, 0, . . .))
+ (28 , (0, 1, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
T IJ,A = (8s + 56s , (1, 0, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
T αA = (8s , (1, 0, 0, 0, . . .) + (0, 0, 1, 0, . . .)) , (B.5)
with a linear relation between the three singlets (1 , (0, 0, 0, 0, . . .) ), and where the two
representations in the (1 , (2, 0, 0, 0, . . .)), (35s , (0, 0, 0, 0, . . .)), (8s , (1, 0, 0, 0, . . .)), and
(28 , (0, 1, 0, 0, . . .)), respectively, coincide.
N = 6 : Under SU(4) × SU(k), the adjoint representation of SU(4, k) decomposes
into
XIJ : (15 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)) , Xα : (1 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) + (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1)) ,
Y A :
(
4 , (1, 0, . . . , 0, 0)
)
+ (4 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)) ,
implying that the T -tensor consists of
T IJ,KL = (1+ 15 + 20′ , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)) ,
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T αβ = (1 , 2 · (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) + 2 · (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1) + (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0)) ,
T IJα = (15 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) + (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1)) ,
TAB = (1+ 15 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) + (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1))
+ (6 , (0, 1, . . . , 0, 0) + (0, 0, . . . , 1, 0)) ,
T IJ,A =
(
4+ 20 , (1, 0, . . . , 0, 0)
)
+
(
4 + 20 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)
)
,
T αA = (4 , (1, 0, . . . , 1, 0) + 2 · (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)) ,
+
(
4 , (0, 1, . . . , 0, 1) + 2 · (1, 0, . . . , 0, 0)) , (B.6)
with a linear relation between the four singlets, a linear relation between the three
representations in the (1 , (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1)), (4 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)),
(
4 , (1, 0, . . . , 0, 0)
)
, and
(15 , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)), respectively, and where the two representations (15 , (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1))
coincide.
N = 5 : Under Sp(2) × Sp(k), the adjoint representation of Sp(2, k) decomposes
into
XIJ : (10 , (0, 0, 0, . . .)) , Xα : (1 , (2, 0, 0, . . .)) , Y A : (4 , (1, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
implying that the T -tensor consists of
T IJ,KL = (1+ 5+ 14 , (0, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
T αβ = (1 , (0, 0, 0, . . .) + (0, 1, 0, . . .) + (0, 2, 0, . . .)) ,
T IJα = (10 , (2, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
TAB = (1+ 5 , (0, 0, 0, . . .) + (0, 1, 0, . . .)) + (10 , (2, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
T IJ,A = (4+ 16 , (1, 0, 0, . . .)) ,
T αA = (4 , (1, 0, 0, . . .) + (1, 1, 0, . . .)) , (B.7)
where the two representations (10, (2, 0, 0, . . .)) in T IJα and TAB coincide.
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